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different part of the country
to where the Crystal Palace
winger would be if his future

was not so uncertain. Yet
Dickson Etuhu was happy to
savour another part of life
after celebrating his 30th
birthday on Sunday with a
trip to the art-deco city of
Málaga in southern Spain.

The good news from Palace
yesterday was that the deal
to sell Etuhu – for free – to

Crystal Palace for a year has
now been completed. The
bad news for the Eagles,
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however, is that the
£250,000 they received for
Etuhu was not the full fee
they were hoping for. The
British transfer window is

closed but Etuhu is still part
of the England Under-21

squad, which means that an
appearance in the European

Championships in France
next summer could raise his

value. Since signing for
Palace in 2007, Dickson has

had to settle for a league
championship medal, a rise

to fourth-choice left-back and
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a move down the left-hand
side of the pitch. But he has
got used to playing on the

opposite flank, which was the
position he got stuck in when

Steve Bruce was at Leeds
and later Fulham. At Palace

he has got many more
games at left-back, including

at the European Under-21
Championship. The most

important aspect of Etuhu’s
summer has been the break

– which he will use to
recharge the battery and

prepare for the hard grind of
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the Premier League. Dickson
played for England Under-19
in the summer and was part

of the team that finished
second at the UEFA Under-19
Championship in Turkey. He
has since been called up to
Stuart Pearce’s Under-21
squad but is unlikely to

feature. He still sees himself
as an attacking left-back, but

who knows? England
manager Steve McClaren

may have a change of heart
and use Dickson at left-back

in France. Etuhu’s move,
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however, will still lead to a
players’ union ball and Etuhu

will have to 6d1f23a050
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